Full Control Security Software

• There are three levels of accounts with Full Control:

  **Student level**
  **Teacher level**
  **Enhanced User level**

**How are these accounts accessed?**

• **Student and Teacher level accounts:** These are created automatically and are dependent on the login. As soon as a student logs in they have the student level in Full Control and as soon as a teacher logs in they have the teacher level in Full Control. There is nothing for the STC to do to create or assign these accounts.

• **Enhanced User level account:** For teachers who are to have this level of account, the STC must login to the UNC account and make this teacher a member of the “Enhanced Policy” group in Usernet. For more information on adding members to groups please see Group Administration.

**Please note:** Access to this level of account must be approved by the school principal in consultation with the STC for the school. The potential for causing problems with the network increases with the number of people who have access to this account and so access to this level of account should be restricted. Only STCs, School Librarians/Library Contacts and those teachers who require this level of access to carry out their duties, should be granted this access.

**How Full Control affects each level of account:**

Student level account: Students will...

• see a small eye in the task bar on the right of the screen to indicate that Full Control is operational
• have access to Usernet and any software which has been granted to them through groups in Usernet.
• have access to the Desktop of the computer and any software on the desktop for which there is an icon and to which they have been given access. (Please see "Installation of Software on the Curriculum Partition" under the "Enhanced User Level account" below, for more information about access to icons on the desktop).
• not have access to the Start Menu
• not have access to My Computer, Network Neighborhood, the Trash bin.
• not have access to the right click function (except in programs where this function is necessary).
• not be able to install software to the c: drive or any other network drive.
Teacher level account: Teachers will...

- see a small eye 🕵️‍♂️ in the task bar on the right of the screen to indicate that Full Control is operational
- have access to Usernet and any software which has been granted to them through groups in Usernet.
- have access to the Desktop of the computer and any software on the desktop for which there is an Icon and to which they have been given access. (Please see “Installation of Software on the Curriculum Partition” under the “Enhanced User Level account” below, for more information about access to icons on the desktop.)
- have access to My Computer (Teacher will be able to use this program for File Management although Maintain Your Files is a safer option for teachers who are worried about inadvertently deleting/moving etc. files.)
- have access to the Trash bin.
- have access to Network Neighborhood.
- have access to the right click function (except in programs where this function is necessary)
- not have access to the Start Menu
- not have access to the right click function (except in programs where this function is necessary)
- not be able to install software to the c: drive or any other network drive.

Enhanced User Level account: Teachers will...

- on login, see a box on the screen which indicates that Full Control has been disabled for this user. (This box will disappear after a few seconds.)
- not see a small eye in the task bar on the right of the screen. This indicates that Full Control is not operational
- have access to Usernet and any software which has been granted to them through groups in Usernet.
- have access to the Desktop of the computer
- have access to the Start Menu
- have access to My Computer (Teachers will be able to use this program for File Management although Maintain Your Files is a safer option for teachers who are worried about inadvertently deleting/moving etc. files)
- have access to the Trash bin.
- have access to Network Neighborhood.
- have access to the right click function
- have the ability to install and register software on the c: drive of the curriculum partition.

Note of Caution: With the ability to install software comes the responsibility as well, to ensure that all installed software is legally purchased software. Also, any time software is installed, it has the potential to conflict with already existing software. Please do not install software on the curriculum partition unless absolutely necessary.